2D DESIGN
Art 101-01 Basic 2D Design – Southwestern College - Spring 2016
M-W 8:15 AM - 11:35 AM Rm 704
INSTRUCTOR: Curtis Bracher
E-mail: cbracher@swccd.edu - Use email for all out-of-class communication
Office Hours: After class 11:30 AM -12:00 PM

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Design is a visual call to action. It is a way to conceptually perceive, organize, and structure visual
information that, in turn, motivates and moves a viewer to action and association. In this beginning
design class, students will analyze and experiment with two-dimensional design elements and
principles as a call to exploring, understanding and communicating with the visual language.
Through lectures, assigned reading, occasional videos, class discussions, and a number of hands-on
projects, students will explore visual elements such as line, shape, texture, value and color
descriptively. Strategies for conveying the illusion of space and motion as action will be studied
and applied. Compositional principles of visual organization such as unity, emphasis, scale,
proportion, balance and rhythm will be thoroughly addressed through the idea of purpose and
communication.
In addition to several studio projects, students will explore the historical contexts that gave rise to
some of the themes, ideas and styles that make up the traditions of the visual arts as well as the
practice of contemporary artists. By linking these formal, visual tenets to more contemporary
definitions of art, this class also accentuates a content-based, critical-thinking approach to artmaking crucial to the beginning student’s awareness and participation in today’s art environment.
Basic Design is intended to reach a wide audience, thus has no prerequisites. It is transferable and
satisfies a beginning art requirement.

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the completion of this course students will have a working knowledge of the following:
Apply design terminology to formulate critical and analytical language regarding 2-D designs
1. Students should be able to evaluate a range of subject matter, symbols, and concepts in
relation to design practice
2. Students should be able to integrate skills and concepts from other disciplines with the
visual arts experience as well as through other histories and cultures..
3. Students should acquire their own working definition of the term “art” which reveals the
limitations and popular misconceptions of the term from lectures and participation in class
discussion.
4. In their own words, students will be able to list and define the basic art elements (line,
shape, value, texture, color, and space). From this knowledge, students should be able to
identify these elements in various fields of contemporary art and design.
5. Students will be able to correctly define and identify the principles of art (unity & variety,
balance, emphasis & subordination, scale & proportion, rhythm.
6. Students will be able to recognize basic trends and styles in the development of art when
presented with representative imagery.
8. Form a new perspectives on art. Each student will be able to take what he or she has
learned in class and apply it to the way in which they visualize and interact with the world
around them.
9. Each student will begin to develop a personal set of standards for judging the visual
information that surrounds them.
10. Each student will feel confident writing about and discussing various
artists and their artwork.
11. Students will become familiar with the creative process of making art. This will be
achieved through assignments geared towards understanding how the generation of ideas
leads to creation of artwork.
12 Students will utilize design methods and techniques established in class and through
outside assignments to develop and create visual 2-D design solutions for commercial and
personal use
13 Student will apply “real life” reference and integrate contemporary viewpoints from a
global perspective to create solutions for 2-D design problems necessary to communicate
visually.

SCHOOL POLICIES - IMPORTANT DATES
Important Dates
If you decide not to finish this course, you must drop the class through administrative channels. The
last day to add or drop for refund is Feb. 5th. The last day to withdraw without receiving a “W” is
Feb 11th. The last day to withdraw, receiving a “W” is April 29th. Other important dates to note: FEB
15TH No class - Presidents Day Holiday; March 28th -April 1 - Spring Break. Final: Monday, May
23rd, 8:00 AM - 10:30 AM. Visit SWC Important Dates and Deadlines for more information.
Academic Honesty Policy
It is up to all of us to be strongly committed to upholding standards of academic integrity. These
standards, at a minimum, require that students never present the work of others as their own.
Violations of academic integrity include cheating, plagiarism and any other form of dishonest
behavior. Any violation of this policy will not be tolerated.

Disability Support Services (DSS) Accommodation Statement
Southwestern College recommends that students with disabilities or specific learning needs contact
their professors during the first two weeks of class to discuss academic accommodations. If a
student
believes they may have a disability and would like more information, they are encouraged to contact
Disability Support Services (DSS) at (619) 482-6512 (voice), (619) 207-4480 (video phone), or
email at DSS@swccd.edu. Alternate forms of this syllabus and other course materials are available
upon request.
Classroom Behavior
Please keep a considerate attitude throughout the semester. Disruptive behavior will be defined and
dealt with in terms of the policies of Southwestern College. Disruptive behavior includes (but is not
limited to): making/receiving cell phone calls, leaving and returning for reasons other than an
emergency, private conversations with classmates, repeated tardiness, sleeping, or any other
extraneous activity in class.
Despite their importance to our daily lives, there will be no reason to have your cell phones or
other electronic devices – e.g. Ipads, Laptops - on during class. You will be asked to leave,
and thus considered absent, if you ignore these basic considerations.
Academic Success Center
To further your success, reinforce concepts, and achieve the stated learning objectives for this
course, I refer you to Academic Success Center learning assistance services. You will be
automatically enrolled in NC 3: Supervised Tutoring, a free noncredit course that does not appear on
your transcripts. Services are located in the ASC (420), the Writing Center (420D), the Reading
Center (420), Math Center (426), the Library/LRC Interdisciplinary Tutoring Lab, MESA, specialized
on-campus School tutoring labs, the Higher Education Center, and the San Ysidro Education Center.
Online learning materials and Online Writing Lab (OWL) are available at Success at SWC.
This course adheres to the policies outlined in the Southwestern College Catalogue. For further
information, see the Academic Policies stated in that catalogue.

CLASS PARTICIPATION AND ATTENDANCE
A student’s participation, in the form of consistent attendance, contributions to class discussions and
completion of course assignments, is essential to a successful learning experience. It is crucial that
you attend each class meeting at its scheduled starting time and be ready to work. This is a
studio class. Be prepared to work in class. Habitual tardiness and/or absence will detrimentally
affect your learning and progress in the course.
You must attend all classes as well as the critiques and final. Attendance problems will
adversely affect your ability to understand, function and progress within this class structure
and thus, severely affect your grade.

You are considered absent if:
You miss class, habitually arrive late, are disruptive, or leave early.
Handouts and other materials will be available on the class Blackboard page (You are enrolled in a
Blackboard account the first day of class) I will be more than happy to answer any questions you
may have about an assignment if you were present during the introduction of the assignment.
Lecture material will not be repeated, neither in class or by email.

There will be no Make-Up Assignments, even for excused absences. Absences on scheduled
tests, project critiques and final count as that absence plus one.

CLASS PROJECTS
Students are required to participate in all class design projects. These projects are designed to
help facilitate students understanding and appreciation of the various concepts, techniques and
processes of the Visual Language. This is not busy work. If you put forth the effort and complete the
project, you will do well.
Students will be given assignment sheets explaining the requirements, materials needed and grading
of each project.
Note on Projects: Late or unfinished work will be graded down. Unfinished work must be completed
before receiving a grade.

SKETCHBOOK
Students are required to keep a journal / sketchbook. This sketchbook should be maintained both
in and outside of the class. Students will be given small assignments that will be done in their
sketchbooks. Each assignment must be clearly labeled (i.e. with the name of the assignment and the
date at the top of the page). Students are also required to show evidence of continuous work and
progress of thought throughout the semester, such as sketches, planning for projects, copies of
images of interest, written thoughts, photos of your own, and quotes.
Think of your journal as a thinking space; a space to store notes, ideas, images that you have
researched in preparation of this class. Artist journals can, and should be valued as a reflection of
your personality. This is where the brainstorming is done free of editing, Thoughts and ideas are
born, nutured, and developed. Insights, questions and results from your questioning the visual world
about you should all find their way into the pages of your journal. It is consistently amazing how
useful these books can be when ideas are elusive.

CRITIQUES
Critiques in a studio class are as important as exams in a lecture course. Attendance and
participation is critical and required. No make ups will be allowed for scheduled critiques.

INSTRUCTOR ABSENCE
If the instructor misses any scheduled class time, there will be an outside of class assignment given
as homework. An example assignment would be a Museum or Gallery visit and write up. Participation
will be equivalent to the missed time. The project will be due within two weeks of the absence. See
assignment handout if such an occasion arrises.

GRADING
Grades will be determined by participation and completion of assignments and tests. You are
encouraged to keep up on all of these aspects of the grading. Any of these segments can bring your
grade up or down quickly..
Please feel free to speak to me at any time during the semester about your grade.

Assignment of the grade breaks down as follows:

30% Quizzes and Tests on Lecture Material
55% Class Projects and Participation (Includes Attendance)
15 % Final

Grading Criteria:
- Understanding and application of concepts and techniques through projects and testing.
- Exploration of Ideas - Quality of Execution
- Attendance and Participation in class.
- Ambition, Integrity and Imagination

CLASS FINAL
The Class Final will consist of the last studio project, your participation in it’s critique and
a written test (cumulative vocabulary and concepts). The Final is on Monday, May 23rd at
8:00 AM.

REQUIRED READING AND SUGGESTED TEXT
There is a NO required text.
These books are merely suggestions as an introduction to the visual language:
Lauer, David. Design Basics. Sixth Edition. Thompson Wadsworth, Belmont, CA. 2005
ISBN 0-534-62559-2
Pipes, Alan. Introduction to Design. Second Edition. Pearson, Upper Saddle River, NJ. 2009
ISBN 0-13-28511-9

REQUIRED MATERIALS
With the understanding that this is a long list, please be aware that I make every effort to keep the
costs of materials to a minimum. Almost all of the equipment I am asking you to purchase will not
only be used in this class, but in other classes as well. It is a very good idea to take care of your
tools so that they do not need to be replaced every semester.
Materials in Bold are required and need to be brought to class everytime. You may need to buy
additional materials for specific projects. I reserve the right to alter this list as necessary
Draw/Sketch Pad for journal (minimum size 8.5” x 11”)
Drawing paper pad 18” x 24”
Tracing paper pad 11’ x 14”
One Pack Black Construction Paper - can be shared
Portfolio large enough to hold your 18” x 24” paper
Large art supply box or envelope to hold your supplies.
Xacto knife, blades, cutting surface minimum size board 8.5” x 10”
Good quality scissors
Three Black Markers
Compressed Charcoal - small pack
Variety of drawing pencils 6b, 4b, 2b, HB, 2h, 4h
Pencil Sharpener, Sand paper
Kneaded eraser, white rubber erasers - 4 total
Bottle of black India drawing ink, water-soluable
Speedball Ink pen and nibs
Masking Tape
Glue sticks
Acrylic Paint - minimum set should include Black, Titanium White, Cad Red Med, Cad Yellow
Med, Cobalt Blue. Other colors can be bought or mixed.
Brushes soft blends 5 sizes each #2 through #10, brights or flats
Canvas Pad 16” x 20”- can be shared
Drawing Board – handy but optional
Graph ruler minimum size 18” - handy but optional
Long metal straight edge such as a T-Square or Aluminum Ruler - handy but optional
Compass, triangles, protractors - usually comes in a set. - handy but optional
Digital Camera with access to printer.
During the semester you will be required to have access to a digital camera. You may use a
camera phone (minimum of 5 MP) but you must be able to have the pictures printed with
high quality, even if at a local photo lab.
Rags and Paper towels - Clean up of classroom is a courtesy that is everyone’s
responsibility. This will be considered as part of your participation and attendance grade.

Local Art Stores:
Artist and Craftman Supply
3804 Fourth Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
619 688-1911
Blick Art Materials
1844 India Street
San Diego, CA 92101
619 687-0050

Michaels Art and Crafts
1242 Broadway
Chula Vista CA 91911-2911

SCHEDULE
This schedule is tentative and should be considered an overview. It will be adjusted as the
semester unfolds. There will also be a number of class projects that help us better understand the
concepts being discussed. I will hand out information at that time.

Wk

Discussion

Project - Activity

1 Intro

Bring Lemons

1 Nature of Art

Project 1 - Transform

Due Dates

1 Art as Engagement
2 Creativity and Communication

Forbidden Narratives

2 Language of the Visual Experience
Language of Motion
Line as Activity

Project 2 Stop-Motion
Walk a Line

Project 1 Due

3 Visual Elements - Line

Broken Drawings

Test #1 Due

4 Visual Elements -Texture

Project 3 - Nature
Squares
Adjectives

Project 2 Due

4 Visual Elements - Texture

Touch Drawings
Bring Fruit

5 Visual Elements -Shape

Shape Games

5 Visual Elements - Shape

Project 4 - Stencil
Love

6 Visual Elements - Shape

Transform Shape Collage

6 Visual Elements - Shape

Negative Space

7 Visual Elements - Shape

Stencil Work

3 Presidents Day - No Class

7 Visual Elements - Form

Project 3 Due

Balloon Animals

8 Visual Elements - Value

Value-by-Numbers
Value of Form

8 Visual Elements -Color

Project 5 - Optical Mix

9 Visual Elements -Color

Color Collage

9 Visual Elements -Color

Color Theory - Mixin

Project 4 Due
w/BG Pix

Wk

Discussion

Project - Activity

Due Dates

Spring Break March 28 - April 1
10 Visual Elements -Color

Work on Opt Mix

10 Visual Elements -Color

Work on Opt Mix

11 Principles of Visual Communication
Balance - Organization

Cut-outs - Balance
Opposing Forces

11 Principles of Visual Communication
Visual Forces

Project 6 Hockney Multi-View

12 Principles of Visual Communication
Sense Making - Depth Cues

Depth Collages

Test #2 Due

Project 5 Due

12 Principles of Visual Communicatione Perspective Work
Perspective
13 Principles of Visual Communication

Forced Perspective

13 Principles of Visual Communication
Gestalt - The Visual Whole

Final Project
Augmented Reality Browser Design

14 Principles of Visual Communication

Typography
Color Apps (mobile
based)

14 Principles of Visual Communication

Invisible Design
Web UI/UX Design Rules

Project 6 Due

Test #3 Due

15 Principles of Visual Communication
15
Final Final

Cumulative Test

Final Project
Due

PROJECT INFORMATION

INTRODUCTIONS

Go over class syllabus, procedures, expectations, materials,
Research, How to use (and not to use) Wiki. Image Repositories such as Getty,
Flickr. Campus Library and Computer Services, Used Textbook sites such as
www.alibris.com.
Pinterest Secret Boards - As SketchbooK

Homework: Bring to Next Class:

THREE LEMONS
Project

SECTION ONE
VISUAL LANGUAGE - COMMUNICATION - EXPRESSION
discussion

What is Design? What is art? How is art more about experience ?How are you a part of Art? Why is
art important? Why is art important to you? How does the Visual Language effect you on a constant
basis? The need to be creative. Are you creative? Discuss purposes and functions of the creative
response.
Differences between Form Subject, and Content.

reading

About.com What is Art?
Wiki: Art
the experimental experience - John Dewey
Tolstoy "What is Art?"
Kant and Hume on Art
Art, Design, Gestalt Theory
Love, Terence. “Design as a social process: bodies, brains
and social aspects of designing”, Journal of Design
Research 3(1) 2003.

DESIGNING ABSTRACTLY - A CALL TO ACTION
Paul Isaacs - Easy Juggling
discussion

discussion

Design Basics, Design Process, pgs 4 – 21.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conception_(idea)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbolism
Rosen, Gideon, Abstract Objects, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2006 Edition), Edward N.
Zalta (http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity

TRANSFORM PROJECT - SEEING ABSTRACTLY
Seeing Actively. Transform your visual experience. Find abstract forms in everyday object and spaces
for each of the letters of the alphabet.

This is an abstraction exercise. You are practicing looking and thinking in visual terms. It takes this
practice to not see the object but it’s essential visual patterns and the space it inhabits. How that
object relates to everything near and far. It takes time to break everyday (read: minimal) perceptual
habits that have been forming since the first crayon hit your hand.
http://vimeo.com/36816268 - Transform letters movie animation - Evan Steitz

SECTION TWO
LANGUAGE OF VISUAL EXPRESSION - ELEMENTS
The Elements of Art are components or parts of any visual that can be abstracted, isolated and
defined. They are the building blocks used to create any design. Words in the sentence. Their
particular placement and emphasis within any bounded image is important to understanding meaning
and content.

Point, Line, Texture, Shape, Form, Value, Color, Space, Time

VISUAL LANGUAGE - ELEMENTS - LINE

LANGUAGE OF VISUAL EXPRESSION - LINE
Line is an abstract symbol for Movement and Direction. It is an aspect of the visual language that we
use to describe activity. Dicuss the difference between a mark, line, edge and an outline. MarkMaking as a way of expression. Line/ Mark-Making: The how of drawing. Frst approach, point of
contact between art and life. Mark-Making as the singular, instantaneous notation of a shared
understanding between you and the object of your attention. Spontaneous, felt, it is the spot of
contact. It is where you touch the object and where the object touches you..… Drawing tool
development. Description of a thought or moment. Drawing as Performance.

LINE IS LINEAR - MOVING LINE STOP-MOTION ANIMATION
project
discussion

demo

Line is Linear - Thinking in the Abstract - Walk the Line
Line is symbolic of activity. It is an abstract, visual idea of expression, gestural movement AND
purposeful direction. Differences between a drawing Motion and drawing an Object. POV
considerations. Gestural considerations of Anticipation, Expectation, Velocity, Direction,
Displacement, Time.
Pick at least FIVE similar objects. Group them as the definition of line - more length than width.
Move them incrementally in the direction of the activity. See THROUGH the motion. Be sure to
mix the speeds according to the context of the environment (e.g. if they are gliding, sliding
downhill, climbing a wall or otherwise affected by gravity)

iMotion App - Free Stop
Motion App for Apple

Velocity, Displacement,

exercise
reading/artists

Capture Line Movement

Direction and Movement

Anticipation and
Expectation

Student Examples
-

POV-Point of View

Download a free Stop-Motion phone app such as iMotion HD (iPhone)
Rodriguez, David. Animation Methods - Rigging Made Easy. CreateSpace 2013

Broken Drawings - Description of Movement
discussion

exercise

reading/artists

What is the essential description. What can be left in and or out. Ink drawings using Korean/
Japanese/Chinese ink paintings (P’o Mo, Hibaku, Sumi-e) as examples. Abstraction exercisesdescribing the object as an essence - or in-spirit - in smaller and smaller numbers of mark that
describe an action or particular aspect.

P’o M’o drawings. Capture movement using only India Ink and a straw.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ink_and_wash_painting
Japanese Sumi-e, Korean Sumukhwa, Chinese Shui-mo hua
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstraction
What is Essentialism?
wiki: Ideograph and Graphemes, Emoticons, BlissSymbols Ideograph

VISUAL LANGUAGE - ELEMENTS - TEXTURE

LANGUAGE OF VISUAL EXPRESSION - TEXTURE
Art as Touch, Smell, Sound and other perceptions. Art as a Sensous Experience. Line as an
explorative sense of touch, marking where you have been and how you have explored.Imagining
touch and other kinds of haptic, kinesthetic and tactile sensations. Sense based drawings.
Engagement with object.
Robot touch
Haptic_perception
Kinesthetic vs Proprioception
Lederman, S. J., & Klatzky, R. L. Hand movements: A window into haptic object recognition. Cognitive Psychology,
19, 342-368.
Albrecht Dürer and Nicholas Cusanus: the Real, the Ideal, and the Quantification of the Body
Erwin Panofsky, The History of the Theory of Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles in Meaning and
the Visual Arts. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1955
Crosby, Alfred W. The Measure of Reality: Quantification and Western Society, 1250-1600 Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999.
Body Proportions

Sarah Sze, Matthew Ritchie, Wire Drawings, Wire Drawings 2,

Blindfold sensory drawings. Un-Naming. What are you looking for when you design/repurpose. How
do you learn to look at things visually? Pre-conceptions versus Looking. Distillation of an object’s
essential traits, purposes, actions and making them into visual marks. Abstraction, Symbolism.

Descriptive Mark-Making - Texture - Nature’s Examples
Abstraction Ideas from Nature. Mark-Making is description of a momentary experience.
Discussion of how Line/Marks as Texture can have rhythm, contrast, movement, depth, weight,
etc. Reproducing the textures of Nature as graphic marks. Increasing the descriptive quality of
your line/mark-making vocabulary. Textural Considerations.

Japan's Gutaij Group Manifesto
Wiki: Gutai_group – Concrete:The process of damage or destruction is celebrated as a way of
revealing the inner "life" of a given material or object
Fluvial/Deltaic/Coastal Landforms
Faces of the Earth
Flickr: Geographical Landforms
Solo Flights: The Aerial Photographs of Robert Hartman Oakland Museum, 2003 – Hartman uses
infrared film to photograph land formations in abstract color
Westphal, Ruth. American Scene Painting: California
1930s and 1940s, Westphal Publishing,
Irvine, California. 1991
Wiki:Anselm Kiefer
Anselm Kiefer - Web Museum Ibiblio
Robert Ayers (June 27, 2006), Anselm Kiefer at Aldrich Contemporary, ARTINFO

SKETCHBOOK ASSIGNMENT - NATURE SQUARES
discussion
exercises

reading/artists

Find at least 10 pictures of natural texture (travel mags are a good source). Divide a sketchbook
page into four sections. Paste an approx. 4” x 4” square of one of your pictures upside down into the
top left section, Do this ten times, one page for each picture. Using any media, translate the
picture’s texture into the top right box of that picture. Look for ways to translate the action
into descriptive marks rather than simply an outline. See handout.

VISUAL LANGUAGE - ELEMENTS - SHAPE

SEE THE SHAPES, NOT THE PUPPY
SEE THE SHAPES THAT MAKE THE PUPPY
See Shape as Space. - Shape as Descriptive Space and Context

Shape is an enclosed area with definite size and dimension. Like all visual elements, Shape is
descriptive, it has direction, suggestion, and quality. To understand how shape works visually,
remember, Shape is an enclosed area. That area uses boundatries and comparisons to other areas
to set contexts such as size, depth, number, similarity and visual importance. Consider Shape to
describe Space and Depth.

Like all elements of the visual language, Shape is defined with a
descriptive quality. That quality is often the point

Drawing the Not-There - The Shapes of Negative Space
discussion

Defining the relationship between Negative and Positive Space. Negative space drawings defining
what is there by what is not there. JUMPING THE EDGES BETWEEN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
SHAPES. Contrast and Transitions. Make framing device
Discussion of Equivocation or using BOTH Positive and Negative Space

exercises

reading/artists

Push and pull incorporating eraser marks as well as charcoal.
Define an object using ONLY it’s shadows
M.C.Esher, Man Ray, David Smith, Roberto Matta, Gordon Matta-Clark
,http://flickr.com/search/?q=negative+space&m=text
Casslman, Bert (ed). The Sublime Void: On the Memory of the Imagination. New York, Ludison. 1995

Drawing back and forth between a thing and not thing - positive and negative space - often requires
you to JUMP EDGES or work form one shape to another in combination. Visual Perception and
Equivocation discussion. Draw both the background and foreground simultaneously.

Stencil Love
Shaping The Politics of Space
discussion

Using our understanding of Shape and Scale to
draw in political space.
Visual Context as Meaning. Space as Foreground,
Midground, Background.
Depth Perception. Positive/Negative Space.
Equivocation.
Is Graffiti Art?
Gratuitous vs. Irreverent
Discussion: Involving the Environment: How can
Space be political? Discuss where in the world
you would (Hypothetically) spray your message
and how does that location add to the power of
your expression?

exercises

reading/artists

Develop message. Research. Collage your story
using photos and reference material. Consider
shape, scale, placement, and contrast to simplify
and emphasize a message. Make stencil.

Shove, Gary. Untitled: Street Art in the Counter Culture. Pro-Actif Communications, 2009
McCormick, Carlo. Trespass: A History of Uncommissioned Urban Art. Taschen, 2010
Michael Thompson, Rubbish Theory: The Creation and Destruction of Value. Oxford University Press, 1979
Wagner, Aleksandra, ed. Considering Forgiveness. DAP Publishers, NY. 2009
Esche, Charles, and Will Bradley, eds.. Art and Social Change: A Critical Reader. London: Tate Publishing. 2007
Groys, Boris. Art Power. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2008.

Wiki: Art and Politics
The Wooster Collective - Street Art Repository Site - Amazing
One of the many examples of Websites exploring cultural and creative expression as a means to
affect social change.
Adbusters Magazine
Guernica Magazine - Art and Politics

VISUAL LANGUAGE - ELEMENTS - FORM

discussion

reading/artists

DRAWING SUGGESTIVE, ABSENCE. Like Line, Form doesn’t exist but instead is another abstract
quality of an object or idea. Form represents concepts that are underneath the surface, inside.
Form stands for Volume, Mass and the Space the object takes up in the world.. Form is the
intuitive understanding of how to BUILD the basic STRUCTURE of an object, on which you then put
all the details. Forms contain suggestions that Shapes do not. They look like they exist in a space.
They carry the weight of an object. There is depth with a definite foreground, mid and background.
There is volume that you could touch or fill up. There are more planes (similar area/surface)

Howard, Coy. The Thickening of Time. Sci-ARC Press. Los Angeles, CA 2015
Time and Touch: Skin as an Input Device for Mobile Spaces - Weigel, Martin

FORM IS TOUCH

FORM IS AIR
discussion

reading/artists

Form Building - Build and touch form. Intuitive approach to understanding how Form contains
space. defines volume, builds structure. Understanding how Time/Touch are a part of the
perception of Form.

Rachel Whiteread - http://www.tate.org.uk/btseries/bb/rachelwhiteread/
Chihuly Glass, Jeff Koons
Daisy Balloon - Rie Hosokai
Haddadi, Malik - Balloon - youTube

FORM IS INSIDE
discussion

demo

reading/artists

Seeing inside an object, past the details, into the form. We will walk through the process of 3D
Printing an object to see how a computer understands volume.
SketchUp tutorial: Learning to use point, line and shapes to begin the process of drawing three
dimensionally.

http://www.3d.ford.com
Tute - Drawing a 3D printable Chess piece using SketchUP
Download Free Trial of SketchUp - Good Learning Tool

VISUAL LANGUAGE - VALUE

Introduction to the Consistent Logic of Light, (travels straight and bounces)
Traveling straight light creates a VERY consistent pattern on every object.
Highlight, Light, Shadow, Core Shadow, Reflected Light, Cast Shadow
Nature is VERY consistent. Draw that pattern consistently is to draw realistically.
Perception of Volume. Learning to apply value in smooth gradation.
Dark and Light Contrasts and Gradations build up the symbolic perception of
Meaning, Context, Movement and Expression.
Examples of Value used as definition (volumetric forms), of structure, volume, emotion
and space.

LIGHT IS COLOR IS VALUE
discussion

Hue is the colors name

Value is a Color’s
Light or Darkness

Chroma is how saturated or
bright a color

FIRST STEP IN UNDERSTANDING HOW LIGHT DEFINES FORM

FIND LIGHT SOURCE
THREE SOURCES OF LIGHT

Direct Light
Ambient Light
Reflected Light

ambient light

direct light

reflected light

LOTS TO KNOW ABOUT LIGHT, BUT WE CAN START WITH TWO THINGS

2

THINGS

TO KNOW ABOUT
LIGHT ONLY TRAVELS STRAIGHT

LIGHT

AND LIGHT BOUNCES

CONSISTENT LIGHT PATTERN ON FORMS

HIGHLIGHT

LIGHT

CORE SHADOW
SHADOW

REFLECTED LIGHT
CAST SHADOW

SEE THE PATTERN - KNOW THE
PATTERN - REPEAT THE PATTERN

CONSISTENTLY
CLEAN, EVEN, NO GAPS, FOLLOW FORMS,
BUILD GRADUALLY, REMEMBER TRANSITIONS,
NO SUDDEN CHANGES, USE CONTRAST AS LINE,
FULL VALUE RANGE

Consistency - Know the Pattern, Apply the Pattern, Repeat
discussion

Practicing media application in gradation. Methods and Materials Discussion. Pick object and make
into value charts, in graphite, charcoal and pen (cross-hatch, Stippling). Step and Gradation.

exercises

reading/artists

Vija Clemens, David Levine, Robert Ryder, Etchings of Albrecht Durer, Rembrandt
How to Simulate Light, Color and Dimension with Gradients
Light Tracer interactive installation

Paint-by-Numbers - The Shapes of Value
exercises

reading/artists

discussion

Looking for value shapes and groupings within an object. How value defines form, structure. Value by
Numbers: trace Phillip Pearlstein’s oil sketch as variation in value, assign value #’s 1-8. Using the
tracing as reference, try to match values with Pearlstein sketch.

Crowther, Paul. Pictorial Space, Planar Structure and the Possibility of Art. British Journal of
Aesthetics 2008 48(2):175-192
Bird, William L. Jr. Paint by Number: The How-to Craze that Swept the Nation. New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2001
Paint by Numbers History http://americanhistory.si.edu/paint/introduction.html
Phillp Pearlstein, Lucien Freud, Andy Warhol

Planar Structure - Value Planes
discussion

Each section - or plane - of a form has a specific hue/value depending on it’s relationship to the
light source. Making sense of this relationship will help you build depth and volume to the
objects you depict.

Crumpled Paper Exercise
Divide a page into a small
interlocking triangles (paper
and cloth bend in straight
lines). Draw the planes of the
paper according to light
pattern. Complete each plane
from edge to edge as a flat
tone. No gaps, no gradients.

reading/artists

discussion
demo

Kieth Tyson Wide Screen

Photoshop Adjustment - Posterize 4, 5, 6 Levels Drawing. Taking a number of photos through the image
adjusting abilities of Photoshop to see and better understand the way that very specific value shapes define
structure, volume, and space. It is suggested that you do this a number of times and sketch the results in your
sketchbook. Photoshop Actions

Planes of the Head - The Form of Value
discussion

reading/artists

exercise

See the way light wraps the OVERALL form rather than just looking at discreet detail such as an
eyelash or nostril. Each plane is a different value depending on it’s relationship with the light source.
Value changes around form.

Grisaille - a Drawing or Painting executed entirely in shades of grey or of another neutral greyish
colour - wiki:Grisaille

Draw Grissalle Value Sketch - wrapping planes of the
head. Monochromatic. Value Groupings - Family of
Values. Contrast. Charcoal and Pencil.

Planar Structure - 3D Modeling
Building Form through planar changes in Value - Dark to Light - Tone and
Shade. In 3d CG applications such as Maya, they use Topological geometry
(mesh) to allow or contain stretching and bending (color, light, textures,
shadows) across an object. Color Contrast and Relation, Understanding how
value changes create movement in all directions.

3D -Topology Examples - Middle-Aged Woman Character - Body, Hands, Head
Inductively Generated Formed Topology
Realistic Face Modeling
Andrew Klein Excellent Tutorials - Guerilla Project
Roy, Kenny How to Cheat in Maya 2014 Character Building. Focal Press. 2013
Amin, Jahirul. Beginners Guide to Character Creation in Maya. 3dtotal Publishing 2015

exercise: Draw low poly mesh drawing over photographs.

discussion
demo

COLOR IS THE INTERPLAY OF LIGHT

VISUAL LANGUAGE - ELEMENTS - COLOR

COLOR IS AS COLOR DOES
“In visual perception a color is almost never seen as it really is – as it
physically is. This fact makes color the most relative medium in art”
- J. Albers
The next two elements are Value and Color. They are relative. THE most relative terms in art. They exist
individually, but their meaning can only be understood in combination, in contrast, as a comparison. I can set
a bit of dark value in front of you and you would agree that it is kinda dark. Now set a black next to that value and
suddenly it becomes less dark, grey perhaps, but certainly changed. Same with color. The concept of Blue is wholly
dependent on its surrounding. It could appear as bluish green, grayish, lightish, purple-ish, all depending on the
color or colors sitting next to it….
So as opposed to the more direct descriptive elements, We are going to approach Value and Color in
RELATION. contrast, combination, family or Key, as an overall tone or sum total, within an image.
Research/Google Itten’s contrasts - e.g. www.worqx.com, Froebel on Itten
Wiki: Munsell color system as 3-D
Wyszecki, G., & Stiles, W. S. Color science: Concepts and methods, quantitative data and
formulae. 2nd ed. New York, NY: John Wiley & Son. 1982
Findlay, Victoria. Color: A Natural History of the Palette, Random House Books, NY, 2003
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang. The Theory of Colors, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 970

COLOR IS LIGHT

Color emerges in the interaction of light

WHAT COLOR IS AN APPLE?

Every object has every color (wavelength). No object has only one color. That is symbolic color. Symbols have their
place in art and design, but universal symbols limit what you can say and how you say it. There is only so much you
can say, for example, by explaining an apple as red. In reality every object has any number of hues, is affected by
the available light (value), and the viewers ever-changing perceptions. Pay attention to these variations. Use the
specific for the greatest amount of description, and message.
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COLOR ORGANIZATION

HUE

VALUE

CHROMA

Hue is the colors name, Chroma is how saturated or bright it is, and Value is it’s dark or lightness.

LOCAL COLOR VS VALUE

ADDITIVE SUBTRACTIVE

LEARN TO DIFFERENTIATE THE HUES.. Re-create the color wheel with a collage of iconic pictures.

COLOR IN RELATIONSHIP
COLOR TOGETHER TO SEND MESSAGES, EVOKE A RESPONSE, EXPRESS EMOTION

SCHEMATICS
In color theory, a color scheme is the choice of colors used in design for a range of media. Color
schemes are often described in terms of logical combinations of colors on a color wheel.

COLOR IN RELATIONSHIP
Pure color
(hue)

Saturation
contrast

Dark and Light
contrast

Compliment
contrast

Warm and Cool
contrast

Quantity
contrast

Simultaneous
contrast

ITTEN’S 7 COLOR CONTRASTS

TOTAL OVERALL IMPRESSION OF THE THREE COLORS TOGETHER

WARM/COOL COLORS PERCEPTUALLY MOVE IN SPACE

OPTICAL MIXING - PERCEPTUAL ACTION

THINK OVERALL AVERAGE

OPTICAL MIX
COLOR PORTRAITS

COLOR IN RELATIONSHIP
SYMBOLOGY

COLOR SYMBOLISM IS CULTURE SPECIFIC
It is important to remember that Symbolic Color references are cultural. They are not worldwide but vary
from one society to another. What is the color of morning that one associates with a funeral? In the US, our
reply may be black. However, the answer would be white in India, violet in Turkey, brown in Ethiopia,

SECTION 3

VISUAL PRINCIPLES
Design is the organization of visual information. Design principles are descriptions of how we perceive and
process visual information and are the ideas for creating order in two-dimensional images.

VISUAL ORGANIZATION

PERCEPTUAL FORCES

VISUAL WHOLE

ORGANIZING MEANING
Make us feel, make us think, make us understand.
The beginning of understanding of how things organize, balance, finish, contextualize and develop
meaning and value....

THROUGH THE VISUAL WHOLE

THROUGH VISUAL FORCES
Cultural, societal, physical, psychological, and perceptual forces

Perception refers to interpretation of what we take in through our senses and the way we perceive
our environment. In this section, we will discuss the various theories on how our sensations are
organized and interpreted. How we make sense of what we see, hear, taste, touch,and smell.

UNDERSTANDING VISUAL PERCEPTION

AS WE SEE THE WORLD AROUND US, WE “KNOW” WHAT THINGS ARE THROUGH COMPARISON, CONTRAST. SPACE IS
UNDERSTOOD, PERCEIVED AS PROXIMAL RELATIONSHIP. AS AN ARTIST YOU ARE CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO
UNDERSTAND THOSE PERCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS SO THAT YOU CAN ADJUST, EMPHASIZE, EXPAND, DOWNPLAY, ADD
AND REMOVE THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF YOUR EXPRESSION INTO SYMBOLIC MEANING. ( YOU ARE IN
CONTROL OF YOUR EXPRESSION, AS OPPOSED TO MERELY COPYING AN OBJECT )

CLASS DISCUSSION
Seeing Yourself Sensing - Designing Sense

discussion

reading/artists

Seeing yourself sensing (other senses understanding depth)
Perception - Using the Senses as Dramatic Expression-Translating perceptions
to the visual. What is perception? Visual Perception. How does art and
perception mix.
Interactive art. Drawing as Interactive.
Light and Sound Drawings
Leslie Burns, Madeline Schwartzman, Logic of Sense Deluze, Nick Cage Soundsuit

Interactive Drawing - Make Drawing Machine Plans

VISUAL COMPOSING - Using the Whole Picture

Organizing the Whole Picture - Balance Composition

discussion

Compositional Space – Seeing the Big Picture – Content and Meaning. The Grid. Picture
plane. The Edge. Discussion of Balance, Unity, Proportion and Scale, Relation Symmetrical vs. Asymmetrical balance used as description. Juxtaposition of effects, ideas,
concepts and metaphors, Striking a balance between contrasts of any kind, towards a
whole, an overall, true understanding of meaning

Shapes

PICTURE PLANE
Entire flat, bounded area of a visual image. The imaginary plane corresponding to the surface of a picture,
perpendicular to the viewer's line of sight.

Visual Elements
use boundaries and other
shapes to set contexts such
as size, scale, depth, number,
rhythm, similarity, giving them
psychological
importance....

Shapes

Shapes

Shapes

COMPOSITION
Where you put things matters
ABOVE THE FOLD
EDGES

FIGURE
CENTER

CORNERS
GROUND

BOUNDARIES
They set context for everything within the borders
The Struggle is Real

Visual Effects on Children’s Playrooms

BOUNDARIES AS SOCIAL, CULTURE, MORAL
Who and what limits our freedom of expression? In what ways do cultural differences affect our understanding
of art and other forms of communication? How do an artist’s process and choice of medium affect our
perception of his or her work? This episode features artists who synthesize disparate aesthetic traditions,
present taboo subject matter, discover innovative uses of media, and explore the shape-shifting potential of
the human figure.

ART 21 Tabaimo's drawings and video installations probe unsettling themes of isolation, contagion, and instability that seem to lurk
beneath daily existence in contemporary Japan.

ORGANIZATIONAL GRID

Elements line up vertically and horizontally - to help make sense of
large amounts of informtion. Through similarity, closure,
continuance and proximity, the parts relate to each other
as well as the whole

VISUAL BALANCE
Balance is the achievement of equilibrium, in which acting forces are held in check by opposing forces. We
strive for balance in life and art, and we may lack peace of mind in its absence. In art, our instinct for
physical balance finds its parallel in a desire for visual balance.

OPPOSING FORCES

YIN YANG
In Chinese philosophy, the concept of yin-yang (simplified Chinese: 阴阳;
traditional Chinese: 陰陽; pinyin: yīnyáng), which is often called "yin and
yang", is used to describe how seemingly opposite or contrary forces are
interconnected and interdependent in the natural world; and, how they give
rise to each other as they interrelate to one another. Many natural dualities
(such as female and male, dark and light, good and evil, low and high, cold
and hot, water and fire, life and death, and so on) are thought of as physical
manifestations of the yin-yang concept.

SYMMETRICAL ASYMMETRICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC RADIAL

MANY TYPES

BALANCE

Any juxtaposition of effects, ideas, concepts and
metaphors are balanced within a composition/visual.

Balancing emotional elements, psychological effect, natural phenomena, conceptual ideas
happy-sad

rich-poor

night-day

2D vs 3D

Joseph Kosuth. One and Three Chairs'. 1965

PRINCIPLES OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION - SPACE

SPACE
AS CONTEXT AS MEANING AS STORY-TELLING
AS WE SEE THE WORLD AROUND US, WE “KNOW” WHAT THINGS ARE THROUGH COMPARISON, CONTRAST. SPACE IS UNDERSTOOD, PERCEIVED AS
PROXIMAL RELATIONSHIP. AS AN ARTIST YOU ARE CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO UNDERSTAND THOSE PERCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS SO THAT YOU
CAN ADJUST, EMPHASIZE, EXPAND, DOWNPLAY, ADD AND REMOVE THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF YOUR EXPRESSION INTO SYMBOLIC
MEANING. ( YOU ARE IN CONTROL OF YOUR EXPRESSION, )

PERCEIVING DEPTH - VISUAL CUES UNDERSTANDING SPACE

SPACE - DEPTH
DEPTH CUES - SIZE, OVERLAPPING, VALUE/CONTRAST, POSITION
PERSPECTIVE

discussion

Depth Perception and Depth Cues

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Layering Visual Perceptions - Depth Cues

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Tilt-Shift - Designing Focus
discussion

Tilt–shift photography is the use of camera movements and refers to the use of tilt for selective
focus, often for simulating a miniature scene.
"Tilt–shift" encompasses two different types of movements: rotation of the lens plane relative to
the image plane, called tilt, and movement of the lens parallel to the image plane, called shift. Tilt
is used to control the orientation of the plane of focus (PoF), and hence the part of an image that
appears sharp, some out of focus.

Animated Background - Parallax - Value as Distance
discussion

exercise
demo

reading/artists

Showing Depth with Motion. Work on values changes within background, midground and
Forground of a landscape. BACKGROUND - MIDGROUND - FOREGROUND
Draw each as seperate Layers. Place each layer into Photoshop (or any motion graphic
program - e.g. Final Cut, iMotion, Premier, After Effects). Shift or Pan each layer at different
speeds according to the perceptual phenomena of Parallax - farthest slowest- closest fastest

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_perception https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_perception
Ferris SH. Motion parallax and absolute distance. Journal of Experimental Psychology. pp. 258–263.
1972
Wallach, H.; O'Connell, D.N.. The kinetic depth effect. Journal of Experimental Psychology. Issue 45
205–217. 1953
Goldstein E.B. Sensation and Perception (9th ed.). Pacific Grove CA: Wadsworth 2014
O'Shea RP, Blackburn SG, Ono H. Contrast as a Depth Cue. Vision Research 34: 1595–1604. 1994
Medina Puerta A . The Power of Shadows: Shadow Stereopsis. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 6: 309–311. 1998

PERSPECTIVE

ORGANIZING HORIZONTALS

PERSPECTIVE - VISUAL CUES - ORGANIZING SPACE
Perspective as Perception - The Viewpoint
discussion

reading/artists

Perspective as Perception - History of Perspective

Pompei - Roman Villa - Fresco of faux hallway - first century AD, Book of Optics, Alhazen 1031,
Cimabue Maestà 1280, Filippo Brunelleschi 1438, Leonardo DaVinci, Study - Adoration of Magi
1485, Albrecht Durer - St. Jerome in his Study, c. 1514Giovanni Antonio Canal Canaletto-1730,
Cubism, Box and Dolly

The Why of Perspective - How Vision Works

discussion

reading/artists

exercise

The why of perspective - physiology of the eye. Vision as organizing perceptions. Understanding the
different perceptualL concerns of 2D and 3D space. Shallow vs. deep space. Picture plane as
Window. Shapes suggest depth, forms live in perspective.
Projective Geometry - Richard Southwell
Dubery, Fred and Willats, John. Perspective and Other Drawing Systems. New York, n.p. 1983
Montague, John. Basic Perspective Drawing/ A Visual Approach. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1985
Walters Nigel and Bromham, John. Principles of Perspective. New York, Watson-Gupill. 1974
Anatomy, Physiology & Pathology of the Human Eye

LOTS TO KNOW ABOUT PERSPECTIVE
SEE IT SIMPLY AS

ORGANIZING HORIZONTALS
1
3

3

2

1

POINT OF VIEW

2

CLOSEST VERTICALS

3

VANISHING POINTS

EYE-LEVEL, HORIZON LINE. SINGULAR AND CONSISTENT

START CLOSEST POINT

CONVERGENT AND CONTINUING HORIZONTALS CROSS POV

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Forced Perspective
discussion
sketchbook
exercise

reading/artists

Forced perspective is a technique which employs optical illusion to make an object appear
farther away, closer, larger or smaller than it actually is. It manipulates human visual perception
through the use of scaled objects and the correlation between them and the vantage point of the
spectator or camera. Ten photographic examples of Forced Perspective in your sketchbook

Lipton, L. Foundations of the Stereoscopic Cinema - A Study in Depth. New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold, pg 56.
1992
Purves D, Lotto B. Why We See What We Do: An Empirical Theory of Vision. Sunderland, MA: Sinauer Associates.
2003

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Sliced Drawings - Simultaneity
discussion
exercise

reading/artists

SLICE DRAWINGS - Photo Collage - weave slices of pictures from a number of similar objects
together into one overall picture. Emphasize the change in POV from each slice. Draw results in
Sketchbook.

Oster, Gerald. "Optical Art". Applied Optics 4 1359–69. 1965
Lake, Matt. "An art form that's precise but friendly enough to wink". New York Times. Retrieved
2008-06-04
How to prep a Visual for Lenticular Printing. - Developing the Parrallax
Lenticular Printing

Time Drawings - David Hockney’s Joiners
discussion

exercise

Two-part Photo Montage Drawings. Using David Hockney’s Photo Painting as examples, work on creating a
balanced composition based on pattern, rhythm, movement, citing space, Understanding how this relates to
the visual concept of time.
Part One: In the first part of the assignment, you will be concerned with gathering the VISUAL elements of
the story or context. Using either a Digital or 35 mm camera, you will take at least 72 shots of a particular
scene. Similar to David Hockney’s Photo-Paintings, consider shooting multiple shots of the same thing with
slight variation. Shoot multiple viewpoints, values, perspectives, depths and expressions

Part Two: Use photo-montage as reference to create a drawing using transfer methods. Accenuate and
Emphasize with Graphite.

reading/artists

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hockney
David Hockney “The Joiners”
Melia, Paul. David Hockney (Critical Introduction to Art). Manchester University Press;1995

VISUAL COMPOSING - Using the Visual FORCES

VISUAL FORCES
VISUAL PRINCIPLES

Discussion of Visual Perceptual Forces such as Weight,
Importance, Emphasis, Contrast. Designing the less
literal. Including pyschological expressions
and felt interactions with object
and space.

A major part of understanding composition, that set of relations, is seeing perceptual activity

VISUAL FORCES
PSYCHOLOGICAL - PERCEPTUAL

FOCUS CONTRAST
WIEGHT ACTION
Visual Weight
Visual Action
Visual Contrast

visual elements have psychological importance

perception of change - direction, thrust, movement

perception of meaning in comparison, emphasis, scale

VISUAL COMPOSING - Using the Visual Whole - GESTALT
Gestalt is a psychology term which means "unified whole". It refers to theories of visual perception developed by
German psychologists in the 1920s. These theories attempt to describe how people tend to organize visual elements into
groups or unified wholes when certain principles are applied.

VISUAL WHOLE

At its simplest, Gestalt Theory describes how the mind organizes visual data.

Closure Proximity Similarity
Continuance - Direction - Movement
Figure-Ground - Equivocation.
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PHOTO COLLAGES EACH BASED ON A GESTALT CONCEPT

FULL SIZE, IN SKETCHBOOK, ONE PAGE PER COLLAGE, USE ALL OF THE SPACE ON EACH PAGE

CONTINUANCE

SIMILARITY

CLOSURE

FIGURE GROUND

PROXIMITY

SOME BASIC 2D DESIGN VOCABULARY
Elements of Design: the visual building materials of an image
The Basic Elements: line, color, value, shape, texture, space, form (also point, volume, mass, and time)
Principles of Design: tools for organizing and using the elements of design in a piece of art, “rules” for
guiding composition
Basic Principles of Design: unity/harmony, balance, emphasis, movement, rhythm & repetition, pattern,
contrast
and proportion/scale
Point: the simplest and most minimal of the casual elements used in art architecture and design. It is
considered the prime generator of form and can be used to determine and define location in space.
Line: the edge or outline of a form or shadow; the meeting of points; linear materials include: wire, wood, metal
rod,
string or any other materials with a long thin shape.
Plane: a two dimensional surface shape of a three-dimensional form.
Picture Plane: The two dimensional surface on which shapes are organized into a composition.
Shape: enclosed area of length and width (2D)
Positive Shape/Negative Shape
Geometric shape – perfect shapes, shapes found in geometry (circles, squares, triangles, octagons,
etc.) rather than nature
Curvilinear Shape – shapes that have a curve, bend to their edges. See Art Nouveaux.
Rectilinear Shape – shapes that emphasis sharp, angular, and straight edges.
Non-Objective Shape - “Pure Form” shapes with no external reference
Organic, Biomorphic shape – shapes found in nature or shapes that “flow” (flowers, blobs, leaves, etc.)
Form: has length, width and depth; the 3 dimensional equivalent of a shape (3D)
Space: Distance, area, volume; physical space independent of what occupies it; absolute space
Positive Space: 2D space in an artwork that is filled with the main subject,
Negative Space: Empty space in an artwork, a void, a hole, etc.
Mass/Volume: closed, independent, thee dimensional form, impenetrable, completely surrounded by space,
volumetric. Sometimes mass refers to a positive solid and volume refers to a negative, open space surrounded by
a material, as in a bowl or other vessel. Volume is the space inside a form.
Color: Particular wavelengths of light. Color has 3 properties: hue, value and intensity
Hue: the common name of the color
Value: the lights and darks in colors or tones; Light and shadows on the surface of forms;
Intensity: refers to the brightness or saturation of a color produced by the quality of light reflecting
from it; the absence of gray, black, or white from the color; bright colors have high intensity; dull colors
are of low intensity. Sometimes called Chroma.
Texture: The surface quality of a form, rough and smooth and weathered.
Real/actual texture is a surface that has authentic texture inherent in the materials (for ex. wood
grain.
Implied/Simulated texture is the illusion of texture created by the artist.
Contrast - A large difference between two things; for example, hot and cold, green and red, light and
shadow. Closely related to emphasis, this term refers to a way of combining elements of art to stress the
differences between those elements
Rhythm/Repetition: rhythm is the result of the movement perceived in continuous repetition; three rhythmic
devices include: repetition, the duplication of the same form
alteration, the forms used alternately
progression, the sequential change of a form (large to small, for ex.)
Emphasis/Focal Point: Something in the work must dominate. A high point or climax occurring in the
work, or the domination of a motif or design element
Balance : ordered relationship of parts, whether radial, symmetrical or asymmetrical; equilibrium
Symmetrical balance : equal visual units right and left/ top to bottom of an imaginary center point.
Asymmetrical balance: visual balance achieved by dissimilar visual units for example: two or three
small shapes in the right balancing one larger shape on the left
Radial balance: balance based on a circle with its design extending from its center (ex. Wheels with
spokes, daisies, stars)
Proportion: elements complement one another, in terms of their properties of size, quantity and
degree of emphasis
Scale: To change the size of, maintaining proportion.
Continuity: Organized movement or rhythm (repetition, alteration, and progression)
Harmony/Unity: Resolution of forces in opposition, everything in the art work working together; everything
seems to belong because of one common thing that all of the elements in the work share (ex. lots of different
shapes, but united through similar texture); one or more elements in an artwork are similar, uniting the artwork.

Thumbnail Sketch - a very small and loose drawing. Often used as a creative tool.
2D artwork is flat, graphic; shapes; drawing, painting (acrylic or oil), collage, photography
3D artwork takes up physical space and has length, width and depth; form; installation, sculpture, assemblage
Mixed Media - a technique involving the use of two or more artistic media, such as ink and pastel or
painting and collage that are combined in a single work of art.
New Genres: a contemporary classification that often has the artwork using computer-based media
Assemblage - a three-dimensional composition made of various materials such as found objects, paper,
wood and textiles
Installation - a work that can be walked through (like a room) rather than walked around (like a sculpture)
Content: Artwork that has considerations of cultural tradition or current social, economic, and/or political events
like a war, abortion, religion or education, etc. rather than just aesthetic issues.
Aesthetics – the study of beauty in art
Art Criticism – to look at and judge artwork using a 4 step process.
Description – What do I see? Describe the work as if you are describing it to a blind person.
Analysis – How is the work organized in terms of the principles of design?
Interpretation – What is the meaning of the work?
Judgment – Is this a successful work of art?
Typography: The art and technique of type design, and arranging and formatting text.
Collage: a picture made by sticking other pictures onto a surface.
Perspective: The choice of a single point of view from which to sense, categorize, measure or codify experience.
Perceptual considerations – Shapes in relation to the whole. Sometimes called Gestalt Principles. Figure and
Ground, Similarity, Proximity or Contiguity, Continuity, Closure, Area, Symmetry.
Color Considerations:
Tint: white is added to a color to make it lighter
Shade: black is added to a color to make it darker
Additive Color: behavior of light mixtures such as on a computer screen.
Subtractive Color: behavior of paint or ink (or dye or pigment) mixtures
Color Scheme: A set of colors that are used in an artwork; sometimes called a palette. A color scheme is
particularly harmonious if its colors are aesthetically compatible with a root color.
Complementary Color Scheme: 1 color and its direct opposite on the color wheel (ex. blue and orange)
Split Complementary Color Scheme: 1 color with its opposite color’s 2 side by side colors (ex. red and
yellow-green and blue-green)
Monochromatic Color Scheme: color scheme that is based on one color (ex. light blue, medium blue,
and dark blue)
Triadic Color Scheme: 3 colors which are at equally spaced distances on the color wheel (ex. orange,
green, violet)
Analogous Color Scheme: colors that contain a common color and are found next to each other on the
color wheel; similar colors (ex. red-orange, red, red-violet)
Alternating Color Scheme – colors that alternate on the color wheel (ex. red, violet, and blue)
Primary Colors: red, yellow, blue
Secondary Colors: orange, green, violet
Tertiary Colors: red-violet, red-orange, blue-green, blue-violet, yellow-orange, yellowgreen
Warm colors: red, yellow, orange
Cool Colors: blue, green, violet
Neutral Colors : black, gray, white, brown
Medium - The material or technique used by an artist to produce a work of art. The plural form is media.
Oil Paint - slow drying paint made when pigments are mixed with oil.
Acrylic Paint - fast drying paint made when pigments are mixed with a water-based, polymer binding.

